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Cloudy with achance of meatballs script pdf

Voila! Finally, the Cloudy With A Chance Of Meatballs script is here for all fans of the animated film. This puppy is a transcript that was carefully transcribed using the screenplay and/or viewings of the movie to get the dialogue. I know, I know, I still need the cast names there and all that jazz to get, so if you don't get
corrections, feel free to drop me a line. You have at least some Cloudy With A Chance Of Meatballs quotes (or even a monologue or two) to annoy your colleagues with in the meantime, right? And then go back to Drew's Script-O-Rama -- because reading is good for your noodle. Better than Farmville, anyway. Cloudy
With A Chance Of Meatballs Script Do you ever feel like you were a little different... that you had something to offer to the world ... If you're the only one who can come. Then you know exactly what it felt like. Go ahead, Flint. What's our community's biggest problem today. Loose laces. That's why I invented a side-less
Alternative foot covering. Spray on shoes. How do you get them again? What a freak. He wants to be smart. That day I wanted to run away. But you don't run away from your feet. Not every sardine is made for swimming, son. I'm not doing it. What can I say? - Don't worry. Honey, I love your shoes. Everyone thinks I'm
weird. - And? People probably thought it was weird. But she never stopped that. I wanted to save this for your birthday, but... Here. Great, a lab coat. Just like the real boys wear. It fits perfectly. The world needs you, Flint. You just need to get ingrown. I know you'll have great things to do one day. From that moment on, I
decided to find something great to go out with. The TV remote. The hair on bald heads. Flying cars. The monkey thought translator. How wise. No, Steve. Please stop! Rat birds. What little boys? Flint Lockwood. My dream, my own city help. A small island hidden in the Atlantic Ocean. Called Swallow Falls. We were
famous for sardines. Up to one day Baby Brent sardine factory closed for good. Just after everyone in the world realizes that sardines are terrible. Soon we were saddled with sardines that no one wanted. Poached, fried, cooked, dried ... like candy and juice. Life was gray and terrible. When everything seemed lost ... I
stared at victory. And hoped. My name Flint Lockwood. And I wanted to invent a machine that would turn water into food. Steve, my best friend and trusted colleague. Steve. - Can I count on your help? That you. - I knew I could do it. Buttons. Memory. Blueprints great. Recognize. Radiation Table assured. Computer
calculation. Improve cooler complete. Connect the frame. Converting water medium. Connect to protein batteries. Taste. The fine pestle. Uploading great speech machine. Cheeseburgers. Everyone's going to love this. Scan hand. This is a really strange guy. We wear the You know, Dad. - Flint. Don't you think you need
to invent that stuff, and really work? No, why? This technology thing, ending in disaster. The coverage even the escape route reached a surprising rate. But I solved that problem, and I got rid of it. Billy, pretend you're dead. You don't just throw yourself out when there's no fish. I want you to go to work on Tackle Shop.
The Tackle Shop, Dad, no. That's a good career. - I'm so close with this... I just attach to power, and then it works. Then food sales in the store. No one has to eat sardines anymore. And it's so great. Pardon. No more inventions. Dad, I know I can do it. And Mom knew that. It's been almost ten years since Mom died.
And Daddy still doesn't understand me, and she always understood me. Come on, let the store open it. Tim and son. Sardine Batt and Tackle. Do you feel that? Watch out, baby Brent. Brent Baby Sardines. And baskets, Swallow Falls. As your mayor, I know it's time... our past sardine behind us. And the future. Sardine
tourism. I therefore, no one to consult ... the entire budget of the city spent something under the canvas is ... I will reveal today ... Afternoon. In the presence baby Brent himself. How's everyone? Baby Brent! - What do you do? Cans piling up with me? Who's with me at the mayor's unveiling? With the help of these guys,
I will save the city. Well guys, Sardines! Swallow Falls forever. What a pleasure. Do you want that revelation? Go on. I'm looking at it. Really? Are you sure you're going to take it? Yes, Dad, for sure. That's okay. Well then. I'll be back about half an hour. This hole is too small for me, Brent. I want to be great. I want people
to look at me and say ... That's a great mayor. And why would this work? It should work. Otherwise I'm just a small mayor of a small town... from small sardines to hungry ones. Don't I? - Not you, Brent. You're like a son. Hello everyone. Under this canvas is the largest tourist attraction ever built by man. We only need
17,000 kilojoules. Go! Are you Flint Lockwood? I keep my hands behind my back. Do you know what you are, Flint Lockwood? An impostor. Kung Fu. Have you seen my beautiful son? Cal? I love him so much. He's my only son. I want a good future for him. A future where you don't ruin our city. With one of your crazy
inventions. - That's all behind us. See this contact? This contact represents you. And my eye represents my eye. I have a crush on you. My God, a careless pedestrian. And I've arranged live coverage from a major network... and most experienced professional reporter. That's cute intern, and she's very smart. We are
also looking for which brings it back to television. Intern, you would report to do it again... from a small island in the middle of the ocean as a favor to my cousin? Can you believe it, Manny? Temporary, professional meteorologists. What to do Here? Hi America, I'm Sam Sparks. Hello America here Sam Sparks. Hello
America, I didn't see you. Me, Sam Sparks. Way. This is a great idea. The news happens again, or it doesn't. About to Swallow Falls, where our intern's first day begins. Or should I say first gray days. Looks pretty foggy, intern. Hi I'm Sam Sparks America. It's all the fault of ... Or let's go to the mayor. Thank you, and
welcome to national television. Here comes the one that has cut the ceremonial ribbon... Swallow Falls' favorite son, Baby Brent. I'm the best in town. This is weird. Something's going on. The attraction that awaits the whole world ... Sardine Land! I have the copy of the world's largest sardine. And his glorious flame.
Cheeseburger. Just a moment. I'm doing ... It seems like sardines Swallow Falls needs for the better. No. You've been arrested, Flint Lockwood. Thank God you didn't damage Sardine Country very much. Pardon. Pardon. Is everything okay? I didn't ... Not bad, but it's pain. I'm not me today. My career was ruined by a
homemade rocket sat Hold on. What about your feet? Spray on shoes. They're not coming off. This can solve shoelace epidemic problems. Where are they made? An elastic material. Yes, exactly. I mean, they shine. I'm Sam. Is that a monkey thought translator? Incredibly. Do you want to make this? You hit me with
that missile. - You kicked me in the face. I told you I'm sorry. You only get one chance, and if you don't save... You need to clean up again. That can only mean... This really works. Your machine? Was that rocket yours? Do you love it? Delicious! It's great! This is the greatest weather phenomenon in history. You're not
here again? Our intern humiliated again is apparently back. Thank you, Patrick. That you won't believe ... But I'm heart a hamburger rain. You may have seen a meteor shower, but meteors like this have never been seen before. The city no longer eats sardines, this is absolutely amazing. This is going to be great. This is
actually food invented again by Flint Lockwood. Flint Lockwood? You've been arrested for destroying Land of Sardine. Those burgers were great. The director called, and he said, everyone thought great food again. Food Show. This increases Land or Sardine. Can you please eat again to make it rain? I really don't know
if I... - Are you back? Are you kiying me? Please? Yes! - No. Give me a chance. - We both know it was accidental. I know. - Cheese burgers from the air ... That's not natural. - My invention could save the whole city. You're so proud of me. A career. Can you look into my eyes and say you've got this under control? And
not that it's in a disaster? Yes. I've got it under control, it doesn't end in disaster. Good. - Thank you, Daddy. Of course. - Good. So Sam ... This is where the magic happens. Home, Flint. You really take time alone. How it works. Water goes in the top ... and food comes from the bottom. So when you're in the
stratosphere, change the molecules... cumulonimbus layer. - This is a smart observation. I mean, the clouds probably contain water. I think that's why you showed up. Why did I do that? - Exactly. The machine uses the principle of hydrokinetic mutation. Water molecules are bombarded with microwave radiation ... that
mutates the genetic recipe into any food you want. Pizza is? - Yes! Mashed potatoes? - Yes. Peas? Cake? Apples? Applesauce? - Yes. A bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich? - I'm pretty sure of any kind of food. Chicken wings? - Think about what you want to say... If it's food, it's possible. - Bullshit. Nonsense is not
food. - Gelatin then! Do you like gelatin? - Delicious. I agree, great. What about peanut butter? No, I'm very allergic to peanuts. Me too. - What is it? Peanut allergy. - No, the machine. Of course. It's called the Flint Lockwood diatonic super mutant... food multiplier dynamic. Or for short 'the FLDSMDFR. FLDSMDFR.
FLDSMDFR. Manny, make sure you record it. He's making the food now. Nwo? I can't. I did this hilarious internet video show. Impressions, build, connect. Paint, run. Staring, motivating. Place. I can't believe I've been watching all three hours. I know. It works. What do you want for breakfast? Gummi Bears. - No, we
know what you're like with Gummi Bears. Eggs, then? Toast? - Orange juice. Bacon! What are you doing?? - Nothing. To the computer! Eat input code. Menu: (Bacon), fresh. Eggs. - Are you sure this is safe? Don't worry. I have a meter that danger lets us know when dinner has mutated. What happens if it mutates to
eat? That's never going to happen. Now it will explode. Keep your distance. Those cheeseburgers were just the beginning, because a breakfast room goes to Swallow Falls. My prediction: fried eggs. Flint my boy, can you do it? We do this, you leave it snacks, but still rains ... weather girl does free advertising... I took out
a high-interest loan ... this miserable city a tourist food topia change. You only need to eat to rain, three meals a day ... every day in the near future. And in 30 days. We reopen the island in a fantastic way... as a destination you must have seen. Then everyone, everywhere, loves your invention. Is that what you're doing?
- I know. Poultry on the move. Are there waffles? A waffle. - Jelly Beans. - Avocado. Coming. Leftovers? No problem, with the latest invention of Flint Lockwood ... of the opt-out. As a result, it puts the uneaten food out of sight. And you've given it a lot of thought. Flintlock Woods Napkins Great! A pizza in a turkey is put
All and immersed in chocolate. I'm the mayor. You look different. Another haircut? - Yes, that's right. Do you remember. Dad, I'm going back to the lab. I can show you how I. I. Dinner. No thank you. Eating this techno ... is too complicated for an old fisherman. I got it. I could still use your help here. I'm working with the
mayor now. The reopening of the city takes about a week. Exactly. I got it. Flint Lockwood? - Yes. Tomorrow's my birthday son Cal. Can't you rain something special? I'm full of requests. And you were always mean to me. For once. For my special angel. A special day. - I don't know. I want the machine to do too much
work, so... I knew I wouldn't stand a chance. I wanted to show Cal how his father loves him. I thought you'd understand. You always know how their father's love and appreciation for their sons want to show. Earl, wait. I have an idea. Congratulations son. - Daddy? This is your day. Go have fun. I love you. You are crazy.
- I love you, son. Ice! Frozen strawberry river. Come on, Dad. - I don't know, Cal. It's not ... I love you boy. - I know, Dad. You say that every day. Flint, this is crazy. For ice cream design, that looks like, I don't know how you did. Maybe with hot caramel? Flint, fancy a snowball fight? What's the problem? I've never thrown
snowballs before. - Really? I know the rules. Is there a way now, or ... to the death. - No. You never ... Even Steve throws chocolate snowballs. So? No, throw harder. Snowball! Snowball! I can't say about your enthusiasm. Snowball! Snowball! Snowball and snowball! What is going on. - Snowball! Snowball. I scream,
you cry, We all scream for ... Flint's newest delicacy. We freeze and have fun when the mayor declares that ... It's a holiday ice cream. He wants to invite everyone in the world, take a cruise liner ... Saturday to qualify for chewandswallow's grand opening of ... a city that is really fashionable. A city that's really full of ice.
This is the news today on WNN. I'm Sam Sparks. Flint, this is the best gift ever. I got it. Investigations, role. Run. Wait. Sam Sparks. - End. Regret. Think about it. See what I do? Flint? - Hey Sam, how are you? That's nice. I was wondering if you were with me... In the morning with something I wanted to do? Good. -
Great, goodbye, meet me in the woods. Get it. I have to see Steve. Keep an eye on the lab. Where are we going? - Nowhere. I liked to make a run. Like friends do. Look, what is that? Jelly is my favorite. You never made a request, so ... I've got one for you. Join us. How did you ... I made some jelly in the middle of the
night... and when I woke up I brought it here and ... and pressed it into a giant mold that I had made. Nothing special. Everything is made of jelly. This piano. These hanging lamps. That Ghetto Blaster, that jelly. The aquarium. Minus D'Milo-without-face statue. And David the conqueror as you see. Come on, Sam, what
are you waiting for? Nothing on it! Cannonball! Jelly stroke. I know I shouldn't. So, so jelly. - Yes, right. It's solid, it's liquid. The It transparent and your food! I mean, it's good. Why do you do that? - What? Most smart thing to say and then see from there? Can you keep a secret? - No. But this time. It's been a long time,
but I was also... A nerd. - It? When I was a little girl ... I wore a ponytail, glasses ... And I was totally obsessed with the science of weather. Other girls wanted a Barbie, I wanted a weather radar Doccler Turbo 2000. Robert Child Rick taught me a weird song that wasn't even smart. Eyed, lurking, you need glasses to see!
Go ahead. So I got a new look, gave science do... And I was never laughed at. And I still need those glasses, but I never wear them. I bet you look good with glasses. And up. What? - Nothing. Wait! It's a jelly blade. And now, the unveiling. I mean, you looked good before, but now... You are beautiful. - No, I mean ... So
I can't go out in public. Why not? I mean, this is really you! Right? Smart. Respect Abel. Who wouldn't want that look? - You know ... I've never met Flint Lockwood. Me neither. How about you? Flint, you call. Is your phone? - That's weird? Someone must have changed my number. - Flint! It's the mayor. Do you mind if I
answer him? No, go ahead. - I'm so sorry, I have to.. It's really important. I'm going to step outside. Dad, you've come. I have so much to tell you. Do I look good? - You look great! Come on. I'd be on the list. - Hi, Brian. What? Did you let the man in? That guy's a Nerd! Thank you. At Flint and his delicious steak! Thank
you. - Very nice case. Flint Lockwood. No roof? - Yes. Just love on your plate. I even rained your favorite food. Meat. Do you know tomorrow's the big opening of the city? The mayor asked me to cut the ribbon. He says my invention saved the city. Aren't you proud of me? Flint, does it look like you're not a little too big
steak? Yes, it's a great steak and not every steak was exactly the same. Didn't you hear what I just said? I'm not very good for people. Maybe you should take this thing off. Everyone but you. What if you accept that I am? Instead of trying to get me a tackle shop to be boring? You clearly know what you're doing. Then I
won't get in the way. You don't do him any favors. He's everything I spoil. These are great hot dogs. Isn't this so bad? Or it's possible, Steve? Yellow. - You're right, Steve. The danger gauge is yellow. I don't know what to do. These delicious hot dogs as explained! - Oh no! How did you go in? - Tomorrow is the big day
Flint. The fate of the city is back in your food. I think to post. Sign here. I don't know you in the lurch. I think you need to see something. - What? This is the molecular structure of the hot dog that last week matters. And this is the structure of a hot dog, dropped today. The machine uses radiation to micromangle the
particles of food. micro-mutilating. more we ask to make more clouds that he used ... The more radiation there is, the more the molecules mutate. And so the food grows. This is what I've heard, science, higher. And bigger is better. Everyone is crazy the size of these portions. I certainly would. My father thinks I should
put him out. - Geniuses like us ... Fathers are never understood, Flint. - As things are now ... Who needs the approval of a family ... if your approval has millions of people? Not to mention, that cute girl one of Sam Sparks. And I. I've always seen my own son. I'll be so proud of you tomorrow. And you cut ribbon ... And
saves the city and proves to everyone what a great inventor you are. So here's the chance. You let go by and have everything you want... and the big man, I know where you are... If you turn it off, ruin everything, and no one will ever allow it. The choice is yours. Choice. Import Food Code Al Dente Spaghetti Menu I
mean, bigger is better. Right? - Oh yes! Who's hungry? Welcome tourists, to Chewandswallow. This is a great mayor. Have fun in our Nacho Cheese Hotspring. Let the kids eat junk food all they want our kids unsupervised area. Jelly beans, teeth. And when the fun is over ... Watch the sunset in mountain of leftovers.
Protected by our suspected indestructible barrier. Today we have people here, all over the world. Flint, you need to consider this. Aren't you on TV? You should send. There's a problem. I think the food is increasing. No, it's great. Large portions. Everybody loves it. Flint, I don't know if we're doing it right. If we have more
on our plate, we can chew? For the first time in my life, everyone is like I did. Why can't you just be happy for me? Go say something about the weather or something. And now the hero of the city, and my metaphorical son, Flint Lockwood! Flint, we wish you the ceremony with the scissors. Flint? No! Please. - Don't
tackle you! I'm Brent. The truth is, Flint, everyone loves you. Danger! Salt and pepper wind? Oregano? Sam, wait. I just sold. Can I sell? Sorry. Sorry. - No problem. Look there. - Not now, Steve. Sauce. This is Sam Sparks, live Chewandswallow from ... Sam, we like a good storm, but you look like a nerd. Several
children are stranded in a tornado. My stomach hurts. What is that, a schrunchie? I haven't seen it since 1959. We have an emergency. We're coming right back to that storm, because Sam looks more attractive. Steve, we have the Kill Code Upload... What are you doing here? I've been ordering food for the last ten
minutes. Why? Is there something wrong? - I'm trying to stop the machine. I put everyone in danger. It can't be that much. No! - I'm gone. I Can Kill the Stop Code Send the Kill Code. - I'm back. I have the button ... Flint, it's fun to beat. Not so fast! That was the only way the machine worked. What exactly did you order?
A One Style everything you eat buffet. Jelly beans ... Is everyone okay? - Yes. Someone's helping me! He's my son. We have a doctor. Is there a doctor? Someone? - I'm a doctor. Is that you? - That was me. In Guatemala. I came here for a better life. Quite a big decision. How's he doing? He's in a food coma. Too much
junk food. I need celery. - Please. Dad, what's going on. Looks like everything's come. Not yet. That tornado is nothing compared to what's on it. Manny, connect us. File your report, Nancy. Patrick, there's a huge food storm. It will spread all over the world. I calculated the speed of the storm. First it will arrive in New
York. Then Paris. And it continues to China. And about four hours, the entire northern hemisphere has a big blockade. Hi, Dad. - What do you do? I tried to help everyone, but instead ... I ruined everything. I'm just a piece of trash. So I threw myself away. Along with all those stupid inventions. This is shit ... And it's junk.
Listen son, if you boat ... if not now... You know. - I understand. Mom didn't have the right. I'm not an inventor. I had to take the time you said that. Good... When it rains, do a coat. Dad, I don't understand. Come on, Steve, we have a team together. Download Kill Code. Redesigning, fertilizing ... cutting, burning ...
wrought iron ... Help me! - Fifteen. Yes! My car! I do now. I've dreamed of it. Hot dogs! Everyone! I'd say I'm sorry. Especially for you, Sam. I have a plan. This memory stick contains a Kill Code. Food that I will storm fly to stop the machine in the ... and stop forever. If you evacuate the island ... - It's all his fault. Get him!
Shake the car back and forth! The mess we have in it is all our fault. Take my own son. I'm so mad at Flint, just like you. I'll save him, even in his face when he gets out of the car. I know the food flint lockwood made, but that was to order. And now we're all paying the price. Thank you, Earl. Sorry. - It's okay. Let's build a
boat. I'm going with you. You need someone to navigate you through this storm. I can't just leave it. - Sam, I'm so sorry. Are you kidding me? - I thought ... No! - Good. You need a co-pilot. - Are you a pilot? Yes, and I'm a physicist. Really? - No, that was a joke. I'm an actor, too. Let's do it. - I'm going with you. Brent, it's
good. - No. It's not good. I've been tarnished since I had a baby on my fame. But it's all just an illusion. Maybe I was upstairs who I really am. We're already full, so ... Yes, Flint. Good luck, son. He's too far. - Manny, press the windshield wiper. Flint, there's a lot of gas on the machine. It almost seems like ... - Inside huge
meatball. Water is a top, and a hurricane food comes from below. Why I'm wearing a diaper. Did anyone order pizza? Are we being chased by a pizza? - Sends the food? That's impossible. - The massive molecular structure ... mutate mutate super food. Genetically engineered for FLDSMDFR protection. Pizza. That was
a close call. Can you imagine Kill Code if we'd lost? Dad, are you okay? Large. I need your help, the world is at stake. What do you need? Go to my lab, the computer and mail a file to my cell phone. Good. Yes, okay. That doesn't look bad. This is the plan. Sam and I go here in the meteorite ... which for us now fldsmdfr



should lead. Manny, you and Steve keep shipping. Don't pipe around. Once my dad told me the Kill Code emailed... destroy the machine and we meet at the western point of ... How long does it take for the world to be destroyed? - About 20 minutes. Just that. - What about me? What should I do? You can be president of
the back seat. Auto upside down, and go! Ladies first? No? Good. Wait for me! Stay on course, we'll be right there. Where's Steve? We've either landed in a different place. But if we're going that way, FLDSMDFR here should be the air shaft. Brent, get away from that cake. - What? Home, Flint. That's hot. Flint, you're
getting a call. Dad on the screen a file, Kill Code. Move it to the email window. Type my name and click send. Window? - See that thing, a little piece of paper? Use it to drag the file. - Drag? Drag. - Drag? He's not dragging. - About the Bureau. That worked for a garden. - Of course not, you know what? Hurry. Watch the
sails. We're running out of time. Hurry. What are you doing?? Hold on, come on! Wait, I have an important announcement. So long, suckers! Bon trip and bon appetit. Food is being released. Your way I'll never lose again. Good grip. Anyone who goes south! We need the storm. And now? - Click send. Flint, the
FLDSMDFR is here. - Daddy, hurry! Send... Wait. Daddy, what's going on you hear me? Go! They're actually pretty cute. And this is ... They ate Brent. Dad, we're now surrounded by men who consume chicken. So if this is goodbye, thank you for telling the truth. I've been discovered a little late, I guess. Give my phone
back! Baby Brent? - Baby I'm not Brent. I chicken man. And I'm finally making a contribution to the community. Go on, crazy kid. And save the world! Brent Chicken You really did it. - Go! Right in this hole. Those are peanuts. If even one of us hits the we get an anaphylactic shock. Actually, I'm not allergic to peanuts. I
told you I could just like it. So you really thought you were more attractive with allergies? This is a great bagel! Would I allow some extra mustard? You're about to be pulverized into a huge corn on the cob. It seems that the food storm follows an unusual pattern... she hit the main points first, and now about the rest of the
world. What the ... - Come on, guys. After my phone in the FLDSMDFR I stopped and was destroyed ... I pull the rope twice, and then you pull me back up, right? Sounds good. Do you have your share or not? - It's just a scratch. Flint, Sam needs you to take a plane for a. A. allergies. Hang on. - Let go. Let go, Sam. I'm
not going to let you go! Then you sit there. It's not ideal really. Come with us, and we'll start over. Then we live underground, and we use bacon as clothes. Sam, it's not a very good plan. - At least we will not lose. I really like you. As friends? No, if I like you.... I miss you too. But then you. Flint, no! Hang on, Sam. Dr.
Manny has medicine for you. We're far, hurry! - Hang on, Sam. I'm almost there. What is that? Gummi Bears. From below! Where are you?? She touched a peanut or something. Friend, the kitchen is closed. Daddy, no! When it rains ... Pull a coat. Spray on shoes. Where's Flint? No! - I know. Where's Flint? Sorry... Your
son was a wonderful man. Flint ... - Daddy. If you've ever broken your line... if it's not good... Come on! I'm proud of you, Flint. I'm surprised that an ordinary person like me ... The father of someone as special as you are. You are talented, original and your laboratory is breathtaking. Your mother always knew you'd be
special ... And if she was still alive both of us she would say, I told you so. If I do this thing, and if I fish metaphor a say ... know that a fish metaphor means ... I love my son. - Love you, Dad. Where were we? You just wanted me to kiss. - Do you want to kiss me again? Why can't you get it back? I wouldn't be rejected
again. - Just kiss me! This wasn't really supposed to happen. Special thanks to SergeiK. SergeiK.
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